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said,' as the individual nations have not themselves restored a certain
economic equilibrium, the success of another world economic con-
ference will remain doubtful. International co-operation cannot
become a practical reality unless countries stop relying upon the
help of others and start to do their utmost to master the economic
crisis by their own endeavours.' The fact that Dr. Schacht and Mr.
Cox had profoundly different notions about what those endeavours
should be did not alter the similarity of their diagnosis in their
attempts to account for the Conference's early failure.
Were they right, or was the popular presumption sound, that the
Conference failed simply because agreement could not be secured
upon currency stability, which was widely regarded, rightly or
wrongly, as one of the conditions of advance in other directions ?
By world public opinion, certainly, the United States was made the
scapegoat, and not without reason. The nimble inconsistency of her
publicly declared policy is easily proved. On the 16th May, in an
open message to the other participating states, Mr. Roosevelt placed
the stabilization of currencies first among the objects of the Con-
ference. On the 3rd July he rejected a declaration'on currency stabil-
ity (drawn up with the assistance of his own emissaries, and based
on a resolution introduced by a member of the American delegation);
and in so doing he denounced the efforts to * divert' the Conference
6 from its larger purposes' to ' temporary exchange fixing'. In judging
this turning of the presidential coat a European observer must
not think in terms of European conditions, but must remember
that in this age a President of the United States might attain his
tremendously powerful office without ever having held a post of
national responsibility before. Mr. Roosevelt, indeed, was well
trained in public affairs; but the administration even of a state the
size of England involved no concern with such questions as external
trade or monetary standards. He arrived in office, therefore, with no
experience and presumably with no settled body of principles for
dealing with these matters. Small wonder that he tended to«f ollow the
finger of changing circumstance, privy counsel, and pop'ular emotion.
To these guides he added his own rooted opinions, which included—
for no light reasons in that period of American financial history—a
vigorous dislike of bankers and monetary magnates. He suspected
the policies that they urged, and he would not choose his economic
advisers from among them. The natural radicalism of his mind caused
him to listen more readily to those who taught that a cheaper dollar
must mean higher internal prices, and who whispered that plans for
stabilization were only a European gambit to secure American gold,

